The manuscript ÂńSingle Footprint Retrievals for AIRS using a Fast TwoSlab CloudRepresentation Model and All Sky Radiative Transfer AlgorithmÂż of DeSouzaMachado et al., submitted to Atmopsheric Measurement Techniques presents a study in two parts. The first one compares two infrared cloudy radiative transfer models (RTM), a fast and complex cloudy RTM and a fast and simplified cloudy RTM. Based on their results they used in the second part the fast and simplified cloudy RTM model to improve water vapor and temperature profile retrievals from AIRS cloudy observations. The results presented here are very encouraging and comparison with other C1 independent product such as NUCAPS will be interesting in the future. Overall, the paper is well written and well structured. I do recommend this manuscript for publication in AMT but after minor revisions.
General comments:
1) It should be mentioned in the title that the All-sky radiative transfer algorithm cover the infrared spectral range.
2) The last sentence of the second paragraph of the introduction seems a bit too simplistic considering the large amount of works done by national weather services to assimilate infrared cloudy radiances in NWP. If the cloud-clearing method is operationally used by NOAA and NASA, other methods such as CO2-slicing, Maximum residual method and 1DVAR are used to characterize single layer cloud for operational application. I suggest the author to provide at least some references to these works.
3) I do not see the utility of Figures 13 and 14 . Does the authors want to explain why ECMWF is better than climatology for the retrieval ? If yes, then it must be stated in the text.
Specific comments:
Page 4, line 31: What is the spectral resolution of AIRS? Is the typical 0.2 K noise for cold or hot scenes?
